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A sumptuous gift for gardeners and flower lovers: a daily bouquet, blossom, or landscape

photographed in brilliant full color. From the exquisite shape of a single orchid to a freshly picked

garden arrangement to an exuberantly overgrown meadow, these images celebrate the beauty and

joy that flowers bring to our lives. Includes composed studio shots, flowers in nature, private

gardens, and antique botanical prints.
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Workman Publishing Company has been producing award-winning calendars, cookbooks, parenting

guides, and childrenâ€™s titles, as well as gardening, humor, self-help, and business books, since

1968. From our What to ExpectÂ® pregnancy and parenting series and Page-A-DayÂ® Calendars

to the iconic 1,000 Places to See Before You Die and Brain QuestÂ® children's products, our wide

range of high-quality non-fiction titles and products inspire, educate, and entertain readers around

the globe.

The date is very large, and just what i need to see across the room. The flowers are so beautiful

they just make you happy every day. I have one for upstairs on my bureau so that i can see it when

i'm at the computer, and one downstairs so that I can see the date when I am at the dining room

table. Perfect for retirees who forget what day it is.

This is the third year that I have bought this calendar, and I love it. It has a nice variety of pictures,



both close-ups of flowers and more scenic shots. The holder is very sturdy plastic and stands up to

abuse; for example, my cat knocked it off my desk one day, and although it took awhile to sort the

pages back into the correct order, the holder survived just fine (the cat got severely scolded,

although I don't think she cared a bit). I will definitely continue to order this calendar every year.

I've had different "page-a-day" calendars the past few years. This is my favorite!The large pictures

are beautiful and high quality. The pictures are close-ups of flower bouquets, landscapes with

flowers and botanical prints (not that great). The calendar does brighten my day.Saturday/Sunday

are one picture only which is standard with "page-a-day" calendars, although I would prefer a page

for every day instead.I almost like these photos better than real flowers because they never die. :)

I bought the flower calendar this year instead of the shoe calendar (which I have bought for years

and years) because apparently they have run out of pretty shoes to use on the calendar. Please

Please Please take into consideration the comments of quite a number of shoe calendar purchasers

that I have read and stop picking such UGLY shoes for 2015. Till then I'm enjoying the flowers.

this is a gorgeious calendar. This is my 3rd year using it, and people line up for the old one just as

soon as it is done. My office is a much prettier place because of it. Practically speaking, each week I

am doing tasks dated for the current week and the two upcoming weeks. It is almost impossible to

know what day it really is, so I appreciate the great big date in the corner along with the weekday

name. It's practical, pretty and I love it.

This will be my third year enjoying this daily calendar in a window-less office. It's ridiculous how

much I've come to rely on revealing the day's image. The diversity of arrangements & landscapes

bring joy. This is some kind of affordable therapy, really.

This is my third year to buy this page a day calendar. It's like getting a bouquet of flowers each day.

perfect. been looking for a new craft for my mother. she loves it as it marries her love of flowers and

crafting

Flower Pictures Names And Descriptions.: Flower pictures names and descriptions. flower care,
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